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OHA.:PrER I
THE PBOBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TmMS USED

There have been many organizational plans, inolud1ng
the departmental, intended to improve the nself-contained
classroom" so as to increase the child's intellectual development without hindering his personal-social development.
It may be that one or more of the new plans will
improve the self-contained classroom.

Research evidence,

not plain argument, must be relied upon to provide the answers needed.

There is very little research evidence to

support the claims for any elementary school plan, the sel:fcontained classroom plan not excepted (9:341).
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement .2!, the problem.

The purpose of this study

was (1) to investigate the various types of departmental
organization in the elementary schools, (2) to investigate
the recent trends toward departmentalization, and (3) to
take a critical look at the advantages and disadvantages of
departmentalization in the elementary school curriculum.
Im32ortance ,21 1ru!, study.

Educators throughout the

nation have written much oonoerning the strengths or weaknesses of various organizational plans.

Departmentalization
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is but one of many programs initiated during the last century.
Administrators must know the various experimental programs
being studied today.

Heathers (10:29) stated, "Any new plan

that will improve on the self-contained classroom in fostering both personal-social and intellectual development is
worthy of additional research."
Limitations ,2! lh!. stud.z.

The study was limited to

recent available literature in periodicals and reference
books.
1958.

An attempt was made to analyse material written since
Since this amount of literature was relatively small

and inconclusive, it was necessary to use additional material
written prior to that time.

The paper will include an analysis

of the various studies involving departmentalization in the
elementary schools since 1958, with some reference to its
historical development.

The study will also include a brief

overview of general organizational plans, many still experimental, in present use in the elementary schools.
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II.

DEFINITIOii OF TERMS USED

Departmentalization.

Departmentalization is a type

of organization whereby the children in the grades are
taught by specialised teachers, in contrast to the oneteaoher, self-contained classroom.

The children generally

pass from room to room, and each teacher instructs in a

subject of his preparation or strength.
to the present high sohool situation.

It is comparable
The oharaoterietio

feature of departmentalized instruction is that a teacher
who is highly trained in a field of knowledge is assigned
to teach in that field.
Semi-departmentalization.

The semi-departmentalized

plan is a variation of departmentalization, the difference
being that under this plan the children spend half of the
day in a "home-room" under one teacher who instructs them
in the fundamental subjects.

These subjects generally in-

clude the social studies and language arts.

During the

other half day, the children attend classes in blocks of
time, usually 40 minute periods, in which skilled, subjectmatter teachers instruct in their chosen field of preparation.

These classes include such areas as art, physical

education, music, speech, fine arts, soienoe-geography, and
library.

Ea.oh of the rooms is equipped with special mater-

ials and equipment related to that subject area.
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Speoial teachers.

Speoial teachers are those teachers

who instruct in a single-subject olassroom.

The children

usually proceed from the self-contained classroom to the
specialized teacher's room, where instruction is given on a
particular subject.

The areas in which special teachers are

found most frequently in the elementary school are music,
physical education, art, and library.
Self-contained olaseroom.

The self-contained class-

room encompasses all subject matter.

It is commonly thought

of as a one-room, one-teacher plan of organization.

This is

by far the most accepted and utilized plan of organization
in the elementary schools today.

Many self-contained class-

rooms now use special teachers for certain subject-matter
but oling to the self-contained principle of organization.
Under this plan the classroom teacher handles and coordinates
the entire educational program for a particular class.

This

arrangement theoretically permits the over-all integration
and unity of the child's school experiences.
Ou,J.tural imperatives.

The cultural imperatives are

those subjects commonly felt by the people to be of major
importance.

These are the subjects that must be mastered

before one can live fruitfully as a member of soeiety.
culture demands certain things of its eitizens.

Our

One of

these is that a person must be able to commu.nioate well with
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others.

Another demand might well include a general know-

ledge of one's country and its historical development.

The

"imperatives" are generally comprised of the language arts
(reading, writing, speaking, listening, spelling) and the
social studies (geography, history, etc.).

Cultural electives.

The cultural electives are

those subject-matter areas felt to be important in the
curriculum program but of less value than the cultural
imperatives.

These are occasionally referred to as the

enrichment segment of our curriculum.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LIT EBATURE
Many educators have written about the strengths or
weaknesses of the departmental plan for the elementary
sohocls.

Very little research has been done, however, to

substantiate any type of organizational plan.
search is needed in this area.

Much re-

There have been several

studies concerned with some form of departmentalization,
but at the present time most of these studies are inconclusive.

studies that have been completed indicate little

difference between the self-contained and the departmentalized classroom.

The Hational Society for Study of

Education states:
In recent years there have been several studies,
admittedly crude, comparing the social and aoademic
adjustment of pupils in pilot non-self-contained
arrangements with control groups in self-contained
classrooms, and the results suggest at least equivalency if not an advantage for the pilot groups (15:259).
I.

DEPARTMENTALIZATION TRENDS

Departmentalization, which became prominent in the
early years of the twentieth-century, appeared to diminish
during the third, fourth, and fifth decades.

Limited

research in this area shows increased interest during the
latter part of the l95O's and early l96O's.

Additional
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research studies are being initiated throughout the country
to take a more comprehensive look at this method of classroom organisation.
Historical overview.

Specialization of instruction

is not a recent departure in elementary education.

In the

Bew .England States near the 18th century, there came into
existence a type of school organization known as the rrdepartmental school" (13:379).

Its chief characteristic was a

division of the writing school from the reading school.

The

pupils attended each department in turn, changing from one
sohool to the other at the end of each half-day session.
The first reorganization of the upper grades into a
departmental plan was started in 1900 in Bew York Oity
(13:379).

At this same time, the first platoon school, of

which departmentalization of instruction is an essential
feature, was organized in Bluffton, Indiana.

The advantages

claimed by these eohoole induced others to try it.

Undoubt-

edly the development of departmental teaching in the upper
elementary grades and the spread of the platoon school had
much to do with the expansion of departmentalization in the
elementary grades in the early 1900 1 s.
Educational Research states:

The Encyclopedia ..Q.t

"By 1913, 461 of the replies

from 813 superintendents in cities with populations of 5000
and over indicated the existence of departmental teaohingn
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(13:379).

By 1929 there were 1068 platoon schools in 41

states, which gives an additional index to the extent of
departmental teaching (13:379).

These studies made before

1934 were not an evaluation of departmental teaching ''per
se," since the platoon school does include features other
than specialization in teaching.
Surveys before 1950 indicate that departmentalization
was still widespread in elementary schools but that the
trend appeared to be toward eliminating it or reducing its
extent within the schools.

A survey made by Otto in 1943

showed "departmentalized instruction in some degree was
reported for 66 per cent of the 532 schools included in the
study" {,13:379).

Another study, in 1948, indicated that

51 per cent of the schools sampled reported they were still
using departmentalisation, but 35 per cent of these indicated it was "on the way out" in their school system (6:26).
Although the most rapid expansion of departmental
teaching in the elementary school come about during the
years when objective techniques for evaluation were available,
up to the present time little research has been done to
compare the effectiveness of various degrees of departmentalization with the single-teacher-per-grade plan.

For

the elementary school level, only two experimental studies
have been reported.
One study (1923) showed that pupils made higher
achievement scores under a single-teacher plan in
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grades five to eight inclusive, whereas the other
study (1930) showed departmentalization to be about
as effective in grades four, five, and six as the
one-teacher-per-grade plan. For the primary grades
the majority of educational leaders discourage
departmentalization or urge that its use be limited
( 13 :380).

Perhaps the important issues about departmentalization
in the elementary school should be resolved in terms of the
way in which one wants teachers to work with children.

This

might include the philosophy and objectives of the school,
the basic orientation of the curriculum, or the desired
organization of teaching-learning situations ( 6 :306).

What-

ever the goals may be, it would probably be unwise to insist
on any form of school organization which did not have sympathetic support of the individuals who are to function 1n that
organization.
Studies Inyo*ving Departmentalization.

A

closer look

at the actual studies involving departmentalization and an
analysis of their results indicate the direction departmentalization is moving.

One such study has been going on since

1929 in the ~ulsa, Oklahoma, elementary schools, which have
used the semi-departmental type of elementary school organization throughout the years.
At the present time Tulsa has 39,000 children in 58
elementary schools, grades one through six, devoting one-half
day to fundamental subjeote with one teacher under a "home
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room" situation (16:23).

The home room stresses basio skills

whioh children will need as they face more oomplex learning
situations later on.
During the half-day opposite the home room, the children follow a schedule of work divided into periods which
oontain the enrichment subjects.

Under this type of plan a

pupil may have as many- as five teachers daily.

It is felt

that this type of organization enables home room teachers to
become familiar with two groups of children, one taught in
the morning and the other taught in the afternoon.
Ogle (16:24) finds that "the teacher finds satis-

faction and a sense of security in working in an instruotional
area in which she has a high degree of interest and a broad
background of teaching."

Few teaohers can teaoh all subjects

in the modern elementary school equally well.
One additional asset of the semi-departmentalized plan
in Tulsa is the use of the facilities.

Under this plan every

facility in the building is in constant use during the day.
Throughout the years that Tulsa has used the semidepartmentalized plan, the question of personal adjustment
of the pupil under these circumstances has stimulated a great
deal of controversy.

Speakers and writers have expressed the

opinion that the semi-departmental plan creates guidance
problems and may promote poor social adjustment.

These
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opinions, as reported by Broadhead (3:385), have not been
substantiated by research.

No research over the last decade

reveals whether the departmentalized type of elementary
organisation promotes good or poor social adjustment among
pupils (3:385).

A reoent report stated, in part:

"There

is no evidence that adjustment to several teaching personalities is harmful to children; it could even be valuablen
( 3 :Z86).

One of the big problems with regard to the area of
adjustment is that no group measuring instruments can be
relied upon to differentiate between individuals on a
quantitative scale.

Broadhead (3:89) further reported a

study that tested the hypothesis that, on the whole, the
fifth-graders of the ?ulsa Public Schools in semi-departmentalized classrooms for the preceding four years did not
differ in adjustment from fifth-graders in the aelf-oonta1ned classroom.
was Form "S" of the

The measuring device used for this study

s.

R. A. Junior Inventory.

On the basis of this study and test results as
measured by the inventory, Broadhead felt that
1.

The Tulsa semi-departmental fifth-graders showed
better adjustment as measured by the problems
identified than the self-contained classroom
fifth-graders of the norm group as evidenced by
the uniformity of the sign of difference in all
the comparisons made.

2.

The better adjustment on the part of the Tulsa
semi-departmental pupils was most noticeable
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in the "School" area, although the null hypothesis
of equal adjustment of the two groups was rejected at the .01 level of confidence in all five
areas of inventory.
5.

Since no evidence of adjustment inferior to that
of the self-contained classroom norm group was
found, the semi-departmental type of elementary
school organization must not in itself promote
poor adjustment in school children.

4.

The semi-departmental fifth-grade girls showed
better adjustment than the semi-departmentalized
fifth-grade boys. Practically all mean and
decile scores of the girls indicated better
adjustment in most areas of the inventory (3:89).

Since this is the first comparison study of the adjustment of pupils to the semi-departmental and the selfcontained classroom types of elementary organization, it
suggests again that more research is vitally needed.
Livingston (12:217) found that Broadhead's study did
not incorporate any means of identifying or controlling
variations 1n pupil adjustment that might be attributed to
the nature of the community in which the pupil lives.

Dif-

ference in community-atmosphere and outlook and their contribution to the overall development of children must be
taken into aooount, he feels.
The results of this study, while not conclusive,
indicate that semi-departmentalisation does not hinder the
pupils 1 personal and social development.

It is not reason-

able to conclude at this point that semi-departmental
organization leads to a better adjustment of elementary
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sohool pupils.

Still, the evidence indicated that the longer

a pupil was exposed to this organization, the more aat1sfaotory was his adjustment as measured by the inventory (12:218).
Three different studies in progress at the present

time in Massachusetts and Hew York should provide the profession with much needed additional research in the area of
departmentalization.

The studies include (1) The Dual Pro-

gress Plan at Long Beaoh and Ossining, Hew York; (2) The
"Team Teaohing" projaot at Lexington, Massachusetts; and
(3) the departmentalized experimental program at Borth
Reading, Massaohusetts.
on July 7, 1958, the Ford Foundation announced a three
year grant of $350,000 to Hew York University and the cooperating school system of Long Beach, New York, and Ossining, Hew York, for a study of departmentalisation.

The first

project was an intense study and demonstration of a ndual
progress" plan.

It included

A home-room teacher who would be responsible for
registration and counseling; she would teach reading
and the social studies. The other half day would be
assigned to special teachers who would teach mathematics and science, music, arts and crafts, recreation
and health, and, beginning with grade five, an optional
sequence in a foreign language (22:351).
Under this plan, teaching teams were to carry the
pupils from grade three through the elementary levels.
Assignment to a particular specialized class and teacher
did not depend upon the pupil's age or grade, but on his
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special aptitudes, interests, and achievements.

All the

Long Beach and Ossining school children in grades three
through six, inclusive, were included in the plan.

Over

100 teachers and about 2,700 pupils were involved.
In 1959 the study was erlended for two additional
years with an additional $825,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation to place the plan into operation and measure its
effects (10:89).

It was found that it takes several years

just to install a semi-departmentalized plan.

Most time-

consuming was the re-education of teachers whose training
and experience were as general classroom teachers.
The dual progress plan bears its name because, within
it, students progress in language arts, social studies, and
physical education according to the usual grade system,
while they progress 1n soienoe, mathematics, and the arts
on a non-grade-level basis.

Heathers (10:89) feels "the

main feature of the dual progress plan is that it provides
for all students, the slow, the average, and the gifted,
the sort of individualized learning program that many school
systems offer to gifted students only."

The grade-level

placements, the grade-level course of study, and the gradeto-grade promotions are considered appropriate for the
"cultural imperatives" but not for the "cultural electives."
Instead they utilize non-graded grouping and advancement
to permit the gifted child in mathematics, science, or any
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one of the arts to advance without grade-level restrictions
as fast as his abilities will permit him, while the slow
learner is freed from the unnecessary requirement of keeping
up to grade-level.
George D. Stoddard, one of the most active persons
in the stU.dy, lists four principal features of the study as
a general outline of the plan.

The features are

{l)

the oonoept of cultural imperatives vs. cultural
electives.

{2)

a grade progress of pupils based exclusively on
the language arts and social studies.

(3)

a vertical, non-graded progress in mathematics,
science, music and art, the pupils advancing
according to aptitude and achievement; and

{4)

a reorganization of the curriculum and of teacher
preparation {all teachers, including those in the
grade or core segment, becoming specialists)
(22:151).

Evaluation of the study, as of this time, is inconclusive, but preliminary indications obtained after the first
two years show that the kids like it, the parents like it,
and, although the teachers are equally divided, more favored
it at the end of the second year than at the end of the first
year.

The completion of this study in 1963 should provide

educators with additional research data on which to base
conclusions about this type of organizational plan.
A second study instigated during the 1961-62 school
year, was the formation of a fully departmentalised organizational plan in two of the four elementary schools in ~ortb.
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Reading, Massachusetts.

As in the previous study, grades

four, five, and six were involved.
Once underway, coordination among teachers and between
classes became a critical factor in the program's success.
Coordination, it was felt, was the key to making departmentalization work.

As a means of implementing this co-

ordination, the teachers of the departmentalized classes
were required to meet at least once a week on a scheduled
basis so that they would be aware of what children were
doing in "all" subjects.
Another technique used 1n the study was to make up
a schedule for the assignment of homework.

For example,

the arithmetic teacher would assign her homework on Monday
nights, science teachers on Tuesday nights, and so on.
In an attempt to see whether the departmentalized
schools were doing a better Job academically, a series of
tests were administered to students at the beginning and
end of the experiment.

The tests were given to all four

elementary schools, two were self-contained, and the tests
were designed to measure the academic achievement and soholastio aptitudes of those students.
At the end of the school year:
The sixth-grade students in self-contained classrooms gained a year and one month in word knowledge
while the departmentalized sixth-grade students advanced
two years and two months during the same time. In
spelling, the departmentalized students gained six
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months more. In reading, the advantage was nine months.
Pupils in the experimental group gained, on the average,
about seven months more learning than did the pupils 1a
the control group. The only course in whioh there was
no significant differenoe was arithmetic (l:62).
Some of the gain must be attributed to the effect of
simply taking part in an experimental program and perhaps
other variables were involved; however, the North Reading
educators are encouraged enough by their results to incorporate the plan into the other two elementary schools for
the 1962-63 school year.
Another promising experiment in progress is the teamteaching plan being experimented with in Lexington, Massachusetts.

Team teaching, relatively new in the elementary

schools, is a method of instruction whereby several teaohers
have joint responsibility for planning, executing, and
8Talus.t1ng the educational program for a specified number of

children.

This is not departmentalisation in the usual

sense because all teachers are involved in the total in-

structional program.

Because the instructional program is

being taught by teachers considered to be specialists, it
appears to be worthy of consideration as a type of departmental organisation.
In Lexington an experiment using all the faculty of
the Franklin Elementary School is in progress.

The faculty

of the school is divided into three teams called Alpha, Beta,
and Omega.

Each is headed by a team leader who is a highly
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gifted and experienced teacher.

Xext ranking in the team

are senior teachers who have above average competency.

The

regular teacher comprises the bulk of eaoh team • .Alpha
consists of a team leader, 3 teachers, and 75 first graders.
Beta is composed of a team leader, l senior teacher, 6
teachers, and 187 second and third graders.

Omega rounds

out the teaching teams with a team leader, 2 senior teachers,
5 teachers, and 230 fourth, fifth, and sixth graders (14:12).
The schools hire clerical aides to relieve eaoh team of
paperwork and secretarial chores.
The team teachers of Lexington, like other educators
involved in promising studies, are discovering that youngsters are more flexible, mature, and reliable than is
generally realized.

Taboos that have persisted throughout

the years because of unsupported theories are tumbling in
all directions (14:18).
Current practices in

ill

classroom.

kny factors

compel the profession to re-examine some of the assumptions
underlying the preyailing self-contained classroom pattern.
The uneven quality of personnel 1n the schools, the tremendous amount of learning necessary to teach all subject
areas, and the current interest in electronic and mechanical

aids are only a few of the major problems facing the elementary schools today.

The use of ''special teachers" to teach

physical education, art, music, etc., or the voluntary
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exchange of classes, reflect the realization that teachers
cannot handle competently the total responsibility without
the aid of fellow teachers.

This is becoming an accepted

method of organization.
One can properly assume that a teacher trained in a
special field can do a better Job of instruction in that
field.

This trend toward the use of special teachers sub-

stantiates, to a degree, the movement in the last decade
towards experimentation with many organizational patterns.
The predominant organization, of course, still remains the
self-contained classroom.
The term "self-contained" no longer has its original
connotation in many elementary schools.

As has been men-

tioned previously, the use of special teachers and the
exchanging of responsibilities indicate that the nomenclature is misleading.

The modern elementary schools, moving

into organizational plans that more closely resemble a type
of departmentalization, yet cling to the theory of the selfcontained classroom.
The educators of today are becoming increasingly
concerned with finding better ways of organizing the schools
and better ways of improving the instructional program.

The

fact that experimentation has been going on continually
indicates that many educators have not been convinced that
the utopia in educational organization has been reached.
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The schools are attempting to prepare children to live
in a far more complex world than exists at present.

Edu-

cators throughout the nation, with a tremendous responsibility
in attempting to foresee what lies in the future, are taking
the leadership in organizing schools to best meet the needs of
the individual child.

The increasing number of children in

the schools, the rising cost of educating the ohild, and the
tremendous scientific and technological advances are additional factors that educators must face immediately.

Tradi-

tion and personal bias will have to give way to researoh and
facts.
The schools are undergoing constant change.

AS

schools change, the objectives and goals must be re-evaluated
and changed accordingly.

It seems apparent, then, that edu-

cation must maintain an organizational plan that will best
provide for the type of education desired for youth.

Who

can say that departmentalization or similar plans are not
better organizational methods?

Research and time appear to

be the important aspects in finding the answer.

II.

ADVANTAGES ilD DISADVA.NTAGES OF DEPABTMENT.ALIZATION
Educational literature is full of discussions expound~

ing either the advantages or disadvantages Qf departmentalization.

The role of the educator is one of analysing the

strengths and weaknesses of the plan, based on research end
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statistical data, and then arriving at the most reasonable
oonclusions from this evidence.
Advantages.

Many advantages are claimed for depart-

mentalization in the elementary school.

Many educators feel

that it permits subject matter specialization and utilization
of the strengths of several teachers.

Others claim it affords

the child opportunities to respond with more skill and enthusiasm than is presently possible.

And still others are

voicing the fact that most children in the United States are
instructed in the elementary grades by teachers not qualified
or capable of teaching expertly in all fields.
Dougherty, Gorman, and Phillips (4:31) felt that the
major advantages claimed for departmental organization could
be summed up as follows:
(1) it provides for more efficient instruction
(2) it offers an enriched curriculum
(3) more highly trained teachers can be secured
(4) it allows for concentration of equipment
(5) pupils may be promoted by subjects instead of
grades
(6) pupils have contact with more teaching personalities
(7) both teachers and children in schools with
departmentalization favor it.
The results of the Tulsa study, mentioned previously,
should not be surprising to educators.

There are several
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reasons for believing that departmentalization will enhance
children's adjustment.
techniques.

Good teaching involves a variety of

There are limits to the methods and approaches

any one teacher can offer.

Even the best teacher is likely

to have a single style of teaching and a characteristic
approach to most topics of instruction.

In contrast, variety

is built into the departmentalized program.
Greater variety may be valuable on two counts.

First,

not all children respond equally well to every teaching technique and approach used in the elementary self-contained
classroom.

Educators have known this for years.

The more

techniques the class encounter, the greater is the probability that some of them will be particularly well suited to
each child.

Second, a uniform and repetitive approach is dull.

Anderson (2:257) feels the greater the variety in the school
day, the more interesting school will be.

Children taught

in departmentalized schools may well find learning more

stimulating than do children in the self-contained classes.
He further asks:
Is it fair for a school to impose a single adult
personality, a single set of values, a single way of
thinking upon a child? • • • Beoause every teacher
attempts to mold his pupils in hie own image, it is
not safe to assume that one teacher will offer live
moral, emotional, and intellectual options. Educators
should seriously consider the proposition that publio
sohools have an obligation to provide children with
more than one major teacher a day (2:258).
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Whether the advantages for departmentalization can be
substantiated with research evidence or not, there are certainly enough strengths in this type of organization to
warrant continued attention or examination.
Disadvantages.

Any

plan of organization will have not

only advantages, but will undoubtedly have its disadvantages.
Departmentalization is no exception.

Ona of the most obvious

weaknesses is the nature of the schedule itself.

Continuity

is constantly interrupted by the children passing from room
to room.

The pupil must be ready to switch his thinking to

problems in an entirely different and unrelated field and
setting • .Another argument one hears consistently is that the
teachers need to know the child completely.

This is far more

difficult under the departmentalized plan.
Alice Miel, writing 1n support of the self-contained
classroom, stated the biggest weakness of departmentalization
lies 1n the fact that "it is difficult for any group to
build a healthy, supportive esprit de oorps when the status
leadership changes every hour or so and, with it, expectations, standards, rules, and preference change" (13:284).
Perhaps the arguments against departmentalization
oan best be summed by the statements of Roy C. Woods.
feels that:
(l) it overemphasizes subjeot matter
(2) tea~hers are only narrow speoialists

He
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(3) behavior problems are more difficult to handle
(4) it destroys the unity of school life for the
pupil
(5) it prevents integration of subject matter
(6) the plan has been borrowed from secondary school
practice (24:165).
From the list of disadvantages mentioned, it appears
that departmentalization has many problems.

Whether these

problems can be surmounted or whether they can be proved to
be false remains to be seen.

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Eduoators are constantly attempting to find better
ways of organising .American publio schools.

Administrators

have the responsibility of formulating a workable plan based
on evidence and research.
A summation of research evidence leads to the conclusion that departmentalization is again picking up advocates, its practice being found most frequently in the
intermediate grades of the elementary school.

Thie can best

be evidenced by the increasing number of special subjects
such as art, physical education, and music being taken care
of by specialized teachers (other than the regular classroom
teachers).
Many studies concerning departmentalization have been

reJeoted, and the advantages of non-departmentalization
mostly approved by those recognized as specialists 1n the
field.

It seems plausible, however, to expect that tradi-

tions or possibly administrative demands are more likely to
influence the organizational structure than inconclusive
research evidence.
Recent evidence indicates that departmentalisation,
still widespread throughout the elementary schools of the
nation, eaoh year is adding additional schools •

.Evidence
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1ndioates that departmentalization

11

per se" is neither

demonstrably helpful nor definitely harmful to children.
While a definite trend toward a type of departmental classroom organization is evident, it is not an overwhelming trend.
Additional evidence is needed and will be forthcoming
from the studies in progress.

As these studies are completed

and evaluated, the field of education should gain valuable
research data to aid in selecting the beat type of organisational plan or plans for the elementary schools of the
nation.

Whatever the plan might be, it should be based on

factual information and sound research evidence.
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